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A B S T R A C T

Residence Time Distribution (RTD) is a frequently used tool in conventional process equipment and it provides
internal flow characterisation by simple tracer tests. In this paper, we explore the feasibility of using RTD to
identify fluid distribution uniformity in millimetric multichannel devices. Both theoretical modelling and ex-
perimental implementation are conducted to 16-channel systems. Theoretical modelling confirms the effec-
tiveness of non-intrusive RTD measurements in evaluating flowrate distribution uniformity. Different influencing
factors, such as channel corrosion, blockage, distributor structure, channel length or width variation, etc., can be
reflected by RTD response curve. The experimental setup consists of a lab-developed RTD test platform coupling
a fast camera and two miniflowcells capable to quantify rapid tracer concentration evolution through carbon ink
visualization. The platform is particularly powerful for very narrow RTD measurement with residence time down
to 1 s. With the platform, we investigate the RTD characteristics of a multichannel device under several flow
conditions. Model correlation of the experimental data gives valuable information such as fluid distribution,
plug-flow ratio and perfectly mixed volume.

1. Introduction

Significant progresses in Process Intensification [1,2] have been
seen in last decades. They are characterised by compact size and en-
hanced performances in fluids mixing, heat transfer as well as chemical
syntheses yields. However, industrial applications usually require large
production rate which in general means high throughput, a weak point
for most micro- or mini-devices. Numbering-up process [3–8] is then
applied, in the form of 2D or 3D multichannel/layer systems or modular
reconfigurable devices. Particularly for multichannel systems, the par-
allelisation of a large number of flow/mixing/reaction paths helps
achieve industrial-level production.

Fluid distribution uniformity in multichannel devices is considered
as a key issue to achieve high global performances. A number of studies
in the literature have confirmed the influence of flowrate distribution in
multichannel heat exchangers [9], mixers [10,11] and chemical re-
actors [12–14]. One of the existing difficulties in the evaluation of fluid
distribution influence lies in the identification of flow distribution
uniformity (in terms of flowrate). Non-intrusive measurements are ne-
cessary in case of non-transparent devices for which flow visualisation
test is not applicable. This paper introduces our modelling and ex-
perimentation works on the development of a non-intrusive method

based on Residence Time Distribution (RTD) characterization and its
application to multichannel devices for their fluid flow distribution
diagnostic.

1.1. Previous studies

Parallel millimetric channels can be configured to provide multiple
functionalities including heat exchange, mixing and chemical reaction.
Our previous studies [10,15,16] on a 16-channel device have demon-
strated rapid mixing effect (with micromixing time down to 10ms) and
compact heat exchange property (with the overall heat transfer coef-
ficient being in the range of 2000–5000Wm−2 K−1). All these perfor-
mances are thanks to a special tree-like structure that serves as fluid
distributor and collector. By using such a nature-inspired manifold, the
flow distribution non-uniformity is estimated to be lower than 10%
under test flow conditions.

However, once channel flowrates differ among channels (non-uni-
form distribution, or maldistribution), the global performance is ex-
pected to degrade in most cases. Regarding micromixing and chemical
reaction, uneven fluid distribution can result in unbalanced reagents
composition thus totally different reaction kinetics. Shown in Fig. 1 is
the link between fluid residence time and micromixing time, previously
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measured inside the 16-channel device [16]. It can be seen that,
without a mechanical aided mixing, the two time variables are closely
related and dependent on the channel flowrate. In other words, uneven
flowrate distribution in a multichannel device may result in different
micromixing time among channels, implying less controllable syntheses
and heterogeneous final products.

In some specific cases, uneven fluid distribution may have positive
influence on mixing. As in the study of Su et al. 2015 [17] on a mul-
tichannel zigzag microreactor, if the overall flowrate is kept the same,
partial channel blockage may enhance mixing since more fluid per-
turbation happens in non-blocked channels with higher flowrates. In
case of gross maldistribution, stronger fluid impingements in collectors
also enhance the mixing process. However, the above conclusions only
are applicable only under two conditions: (i) the mixing should be slow
so that it does not finish before going into the collector zone, and (ii) a
higher pressure loss with the same overall flowrate guaranteed by a
pump. Our study focuses on straight pipes that will be used for rapid
mixing/reaction applications and we suppose that they all require
uniform fluid distribution for better performance.

As the influence of flow distribution uniformity on various perfor-
mances of multichannel device is significant, the perfect reproduction
of single pipe performances is strongly expected during numbering-up
process. The ability to predict or identify the fluid distribution uni-
formity in a multichannel device by a non-intrusive experimental
method is hence helpful.

1.2. Existing methods in fluid distribution identification

Main methodologies in the diagnostic of fluid distribution in mul-
tichannel devices can be categorized by numerical simulation and flow
visualization. The use of non-intrusive tool such as RTD should be much
helpful yet not sufficiently advanced in the literature.

CFD (Computational Fluid Dynamics) simulation is an interesting
and practical tool intensively used for the prediction or characterization
of hydrodynamic and/or thermal properties of multichannel devices,
sometimes with the purpose of structural optimization. A number of
studies using CFD tools have been reported in the literature [18–21].
Nevertheless, it should be noted that current CFD techniques still have
some difficulties in correctly describing turbulent flows, vortex or
curvature flows and multi-phase flows. Moreover, CFD results need to
be validated by experimental measurements.

Besides numerical methods, existing experimental techniques for
the evaluation of fluid distribution are limited to visualizations by
color, pH indicator or fluorescence tracers [22–24]. Other intrusive
experimental methods such as Hot Wire Probe (HWP), Doppler Ultra-
sonic Velocimetry (DUV) are compared by Boutin et al. [25]. But the

above-listed techniques give only single point measurement other than
detailed flow distribution information. Concentration measurement
using salt as tracer [26] can be an effective solution for conventional
devices. When comes to millimetric device that have short residence
time, this method is limited by the sampling rate of conductometer. PIV
(Particle Image Velocimetry) [25,27] and LIF (Laser Induced Fluores-
cence) [28] measurements provide quantitative velocity distribution
inside certain flow configurations, but under specific conditions. First,
the visualization is usually limited to simple or single-pipe devices but
not adapted to 3D complex configurations. Second, PIV or LIF mea-
surements require that the studied structure being transparent [28] in
accordance with the wave length of the laser source.

The development of a non-intrusive tool for fluid distribution
characterization based on inlet-outlet detection should be more prac-
tical for the identification of general multichannel flow systems. To the
authors’ knowledge, very few studies in the literature addressed the
fluid distribution issue by RTD tool. Detailed RTD analyses merit being
involved to explore the relationship between RTD characters and the
flow distribution uniformity.

1.3. RTD and its application

Non-intrusive tracer test has been widely used in process en-
gineering except for quantitative fluid distribution determination. After
the pioneer work of MacMullin and Weber in 1935 [29] and several
classical interpretations of RTD by Danckwerts in 1953 [30], extensive
applications have been found in the field of chemical engineering.
Macro-mixing and hydraulic characteristics of a process device could be
reflected through examining the RTD curve [31]. RTD has also been
used to predict the chemical reaction conversions by combining che-
mical kinetics and RTD analysis [32] or to determine optimal design
parameters of tubular reactors [33]. Besides conventional RTD models
for CSTRs (Continuous Stirred Tank Reactor) and PFRs (Plug Flow
Reactor), some recent applications in multichannel systems in the aim
of flow and mixing characterisation attracts some attention too
[34–38]. In particular, recent works by Wibel et al. [39] investigated
the impact of inlet/outlet volumes and uneven flow distribution on the
RTD characters of micro devices consisting of an array of parallel mi-
crochannel, by both CFD simulation and experimental characterization.

For miniaturized process devices, one of the challenges to conduct a
RTD analysis lies in the choice of tracer and its detection instrument.
Especially for non-transparent devices, particle or dye visualisation
[40] are generally impossible. Dong et al. [41] developed single
channel Ultrasonic Microreactor and studied the effect of ultrasonic
field on the mixing and RTD. The mechanism of ultrasonic induced
cavitation (bubbles sizing 100–200 µm) intensifies radial mixing and
reduces axial dispersion within the reactor channel (characteristic di-
mension from 250 µm to 1mm). Their RTD measurements are based on
UV–Vis spectrometer tracing 5 g/L uranine solution. This technique is
more adapted to long residence time (around 100 s in their case). For
very narrow RTD measurement, the spectrometer’s sampling time may
limit its application. In conclusion, quantitative fluid distribution (in
terms of flowrate) determination by an easy-to-use RTD measurement is
still lacking. Moreover, due to short residence time and narrow RTD
curve of millimetric devices, traditional methods like conductivity
measurement using salt as tracer [26], become limited by sampling
rates. Developing a rapid RTD detection platform applicable to micro-
or mini-fluidic devices is then of practical significance.

1.4. Current study

The main contribution of this study is to demonstrate the utility of
RTD tool for the characterization of fluid distribution uniformity in
multichannel devices. The study begins with the modelling of the RTD
behavior of multichannel device with non-uniform distribution as-
sumptions; then, an experimental platform applied to a previously
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Fig. 1. The link between residence time and micromixing time in a static mi-
cromixer.
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developed mini-reactor is explained in detail.
The modelling and experimentation are conducted taking a 16-

channel fluidic system as example. In the modelling part, axial disper-
sion RTD representation is firstly established in each channel, according
to its flowrate and other geometrical parameters. Then, supposing
flowrate deviation among the 16 channels, we obtain the global RTD of
the whole device. The comparison between a perfect, homogeneous
distribution case and a non-uniform distribution case will confirm the
feasibility of flow distribution diagnostic through a non-intrusive RTD
injection-response measurement. For the experimentation part, a tracer
injection-detection platform with the aim of identifying short residence
time and narrow RTD curves is introduced and explained in detail. The
basic principle is instantaneous tracer concentration determination by
using fast camera and image analysis. We confirm the feasibility of
using the developed platform to identify the RTD of our device with
throughput time down to 1 s. In general, this tracer test platform can be
easily adapted to other micro- or mini-fluidic systems regardless of its
residence time being long or short.

It worth noting that the modelling and experimental parts are not
meant for results validation but to show independently the role of RTD
study for distribution uniformity. We aim to show large RTD deviation
due to uneven fluid distribution by making specific assumptions in the
modelling process. The distributor and collector parts are not con-
sidered in the model. In the experimental part, however, we use our
previously developed reactor whose fluid distribution uniformity is
already guaranteed thanks to tree-like bifurcation distributor and col-
lectors.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: (i) the RTD modelling
of multichannel fluid system, (ii) detail of the development of a rapid
RTD measurement system, and (iii) discussions on the overall metho-
dology.

2. RTD modelling of a multichannel system

The procedure of the RTD modelling is as follows: (i) single pipe
flow modelling under fully developed laminar condition using
Dispersive Plug Flow (DPF) model; (ii) determination of flowrates in
each channel in a multichannel device under different conditions, and
(iii) composition of all single channel RTD signals to obtain the global
RTD curve. Non-uniform flow distribution originated from different
factors (channel length variation, width difference, distributor/col-
lector design, etc.) is considered. The influence of channel flowrate
deviation on the global RTD curve is modelled. However, fluid dis-
tribution and collection are not considered in the model.

Pipe dispersive flow is considered to model each channel before
constructing the global RTD model for a multichannel system. The
following general hypotheses are used:

(i) Fully developed laminar flow;
(ii) Circular cross section channels, pipe flow;
(iii) Only spatial dispersion (shear force induced diffusion) caused by

velocity gradient (hence concentration gradient) is considered,
turbulence caused diffusion does not exist.

2.1. Multichannel RTD modelling – general approach

In a multichannel system, the tracer concentration evolution under
fully developed laminar flow in channel i can be expressed by DPF
model, given by Eq. (1) [37]. The single channel RTD is a function of
Peclet number Pe and dimensionless time t/τm.
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where Ei(t) represents the RTD response in channel i, t time of pipe flow
(s) and τm the mean pass-through time (s).

The dimensionless Pe number is given by:

=Pe uL
D (2)

where u is the average velocity inside pipe (m s−1), L length of the pipe
(m) and D the dispersion coefficient, (m2 s−1), obtained with Taylor
correlation [31]:

= +D D u d
Dm

m

2 2

(3)

Dm is the molecular diffusion of water, u the velocity of flow and d
the channel diameter. In our case, the molecular diffusion is negligible
compared with the axial dispersion.

Then the global RTD could be calculated using Eq. (4), by com-
bining all individual RTD curves considering individual channel flow-
rates as a weighting factor.

∑=
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Q
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i

n
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where Q is the total volume flowrate, and Qi the individual volume
flowrate in channel i.

In a single pipe, hydraulic relation associates parameters including
pressure loss (ΔPi), geometry (d and L) and flowrate (Qi), using

=P f d L QΔ ( , , )i i i i . Under laminar regime, the pressure loss for pipe flow
is governed by Hagen-Poiseuille law given by Eq. (5). The equation,
applied to different channels, provides basic calculation for flowrate
distribution among different channels.
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i
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Until this step, a RTD analysis can be constructed to a multichannel
device, taking into account different cases such as channel length var-
iation, diameter difference, gross fluid maldistribution due to dis-
tributor design, block of one or several channels, corrosion of one or
several channels, etc.

2.2. Flowrate distribution coupling

Based on the multichannel RTD model, two categories of cases are
studied. The first category is passage-to-passage maldistribution, in-
duced by variation of length, diameter, corrosion or blockage. The inlet
distributor and the outlet collector are supposed to be perfect so that
they provide equal pressure loss (ΔPi) to every channel. The second
category is named gross maldistribution case due to improper dis-
tributor/collector design. In this case, channel geometric parameters
including diameter and length are identical. However, the channel
flowrate may differ from one pipe to another.

The two categories will be treated separately. For the passage-to-
passage maldistribution category, the channel flowrates are calculated
based on the pressure balance while for the gross maldistribution ca-
tegory, the flowrate distribution is predefined. Once individual flow-
rates obtained, the global RTD model is constructed by combining all
individual RTD curves.

2.2.1. Case of length variation
Modelling of length-varied multichannel RTD is based on the fol-

lowing hypotheses:

(i) Varied channel lengths Li;
(ii) Fixed total flowrate Q, internal volume V as well as identical

channel diameter d;
(iii) Identical pressure loss ΔP for every channel;
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(iv) Based on the previously determined pressure loss, individual
channel flowrate (Qi) is calculated as:

=Q πd
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P
128

Δi
i

4

(7)

(v) Tracer (Dirac impulse) amounts injected into channels are propor-
tional to flowrate (Qi/Q);

The model assumptions with the length-varied geometry are illu-
strated in Fig. 2. Practically, the variance of channel length Li is usually
a result of impropriate design or imprecise fabrication of one or several
channels during numbering-up process.

2.2.2. Case of diameter variation
In this case, all other hypotheses are the same as the previous one

(Section 2.2.1), except for the first two:

(i) Varied diameter di, identical channel length L;
(ii) Fixed total flowrate Q, and volume V;

Eqs. (6) and (7) in this case shall be modified as Eq. (8) for the
determination of pressure loss and then Eq. (9) to obtain individual
channel flowrate:
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The model assumptions with diameter varied geometry are illu-
strated in Fig. 3. Under practical situations, the variation of diameter di
may come from (i) total blockage of one or several channels; (ii) de-
terioration enlarging the diameter; (iii) partial blockage of channel
because of fouling; and (iv) impropriate design or fabrication of mul-
tiple channels during the numbering-up process. It worth noting that in
the total blockage situation, the model considers reduced number of
channels and keeps the same pressure drop in the effective channels.

2.2.3. Case of gross maldistribution
The gross maldistribution is mainly due to improper design of dis-

tributor/collector and one of them is the ladder network as shown in

the upper left corner of Fig. 4. The modelling process is based on hy-
potheses below:

(i) Identical d and L for all pipes;
(ii) Fixed Q, V;
(iii) Channel flowrate Qi is predefined in the following modelling;
(iv) Channel pressure loss (ΔPi) is no longer identical;
(v) Tracer (Dirac impulse) amounts injected into channels are pro-

portional to flowrate (Qi/Q);

2.3. Results and discussion

The modelling is implemented in Matlab© [42] environment. The
following discussions are based on both qualitative comparisons and
quantitative statistical analyses. Under non-uniform flow distribution
situation, individual RTD curves in pipe i might vary from one to an-
other. After being put together, the shape and spreading character of
the global RTD curve can be observed, which clearly differ from that
under uniform distribution condition. Time location of concentration
peak can be different too. Moreover, comparison of curve variance (σ2)
gives quantitative deviation information between non-uniform and
uniform distribution conditions.

2.3.1. Case of length variation
The first case study is a 16-channel system with identical diameter

of 1mm, but length varied from 0.44 to 1.94m, following a parabolic
curve as shown in Fig. 5(a). The case of identical length of 1m, which
represents the same total volume (channel only, 12.6 mL) as the varied
one, is also modelled for comparison. The pass-through time for both
cases is the same, i.e., 12.6 s under a flowrate of 60mL·min−1.

Shown in Fig. 5(b) are RTD curves in all 16 channels for the varied-
length case. For channels numbering from 5 to 11, their concentration
peaks arrive within 10 s. The RTD peaks in longer channels, however,
appear much later than the average pass-through time 12.5 s. Corre-
sponding Pe number ranges from 2.3 for shortest channels in the middle
to 17.1 for longest ones at the side.

The global inlet-outlet RTD curve, both in cases of varied- and
identical length, are shown in Fig. 5(c). Two features can be observed in
this figure: the peak arrival time and the tailing effect. Firstly, it can be
observed that under uneven distribution case, peak concentration ar-
rives at around 2.5 s. Compared with the value of 6.5 s for identical
channel case, the varied-length concentration peak arrives much ear-
lier. A large number of tracers follows higher flowrates in short chan-
nels. Secondly, length-varied multichannel device holds a tailing effect.
The outlet tracer detection can last much longer than the average pass-
through time; while for the uniform distribution case, no tracer can be
detected after 30 s. This can be explained by much lower Pe number in

Fig. 2. Multichannel RTD model, case of length variation.
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longer channels where tracers spend more time to traverse such paths.
To quantitatively evaluate influence of length variation on the

spreading character of RTD curve, the second moment of tracer curve,
the variance (σ2), is analysed. Shown in Fig. 5(d) are RTD curves of
multichannel device, with different degree of flowrate deviation (Qdv)
due to length variation. Note that the parameter Qdv, as shown in Eq.
(10), is defined as the maximal difference of flowrate among channels
devised by the average flowrate, [–]:A Qdv value of zero means perfect
distribution.

=
−

Q
Q Q

Qdv
i max i min

mean

, ,

(10)

We may observe from the RTD curves that the higher the flowrate
deviation (Qdv), the higher the order of magnitude of the RTD variance
(σ2). For the worst case, i.e., flowrate deviation of 78% corresponds to a
variance of 120 s2 in E(t) curve. While for the ideal uniform case, the
minimum value of variance is 38 s2. RTD is quantitatively shown to be
more expanded with existence of distribution non-uniformity, meaning
that the residence times for different portions of reactants are largely
varied.

Absolute value of variance, however, depends highly on the flow
conditions as flowrate, channel number, etc. Once the above para-
meters are fixed, the variance of ideal RTD curve is fixed. Further RTD
tests under the same condition, if showing a higher variance, means the
departure from the uniform condition.

2.3.2. Case of diameter variation
In case of one or several channels being blocked or enlarged due to

corrosion, the modelling considers diameter variation. The total volume
V reduces while the global flowrate Q is kept the same by a pumping
system.

Shown in Fig. 6(a) is the comparison of obtained E(t) curves

between a case of 4 channels in 16 being blocked and another case
without blockage. Frist of all, earlier tracer peaks at the outlet can be
observed in the blockage case (3 s instead of 6 s). This means shorter
pass-through time in case of channel blockage since part of the total
volume becomes dead volume. Secondly, in contrary with the length
variation case, no tailing effect is observed when 4 channels are
blocked. Pelect number is increased due to dead volume and the flow
becomes closer to piston flow.

Simplified corrosion case can also be modeled by supposing en-
larged diameter to one or several channels. Fig. 6(b) shows two RTD
curves comparing in one case 20% enlarged diameter for 4 channels
and the other under normal situation. The 4 enlarged channels result in
expanded E(t) curve, meaning different Pe numbers in normal and en-
larged channels. More precisely, extra volume in corroded channels
results in smaller Pe number thus more diffusive flow. The global RTD
curve in this case is then more expanded than a piston flow.

2.3.3. Reflect of gross maldistribution by RTD
When it comes to the case of improper distributor or collector de-

sign, the RTD curve can also be influenced by gross maldistribution.
Flowrate in each pipe is imposed by a preset value according to uniform
or non-uniform distribution case, as shown in Fig. 7. Such parabolic
distribution shape may be observed in typical Z-type ladder networks
having one inlet pipe and one outlet pipe in diagonal position and
perpendicular parallel pipes [43]. The total volumetric flowrate is kept
at 60mL/min, the same value as in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2.

As shown in Fig. 7(a) and (b), RTD curves under a flowrate devia-
tion condition can differ from those under uniform distribution condi-
tion. The difference can be slight (for the case of 10% deviated flowrate,
(a) but becomes very distinctive when the flowrate deviation Qdv in-
creases (b).

For channels with high flowrate (at two sides as shown in the

Fig. 3. Multi-channel RTD model, case of diameter variation.

Fig. 4. Multi-channel RTD model, case of gross maldistribution.
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figures), tracer peaks appear much earlier than other channels, in-
dicating shorter average residence time. Moreover, if we examine the
spreading character of the RTD curves, we find that uniform distribu-
tion curve is less stretched compared with that with fluid deviation. Pe
number in these channels is higher and flow is closer to plug flow.

The influence of maldistribution on RTD depends highly on flow-
rates. At low flowrate, the influences are easier to be distinguished
compared with high flowrates. In other words, the distribution issue at
low flowrate has more influence on the global RTD curve and may re-
sult in more serious performance deterioration.

Fig. 5. Global and individual RTD curves for length varied non-uniform distribution cases.

Fig. 6. Global RTD curves for block (a) and corrosion (b) cases.
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2.3.4. Discussion
Other case studies were also performed, covering different channel

numbers, different total flowrates or different Qdv variations. Although
the shapes of global RTD curves and the corresponding σ2 values may
vary case by case, the general trend is similar as the cases presented
above. A global RTD curve appearing stretched or distorted (longer
tailing, multiple peaks, etc.) with higher σ2 value usually implies the
presence of uneven flow distribution.

In all cases of non-uniform distribution, the inhomogeneity of re-
sidence time may degrade the global performance. For example as
shown in Fig. 5, peak concentration in the varied length case arrives at
2.5 s instead of 6.5 s for identical length case. This information can be
obtained by RTD tests and thus shows as an effective internal flow
identification tool. Regarding heat transfer, local heat transfer coeffi-
cient depends on individual channel velocity (flowrate). The above RTD
modelling results show how important a uniform fluid distribution
should be kept in multichannel devices. The use of some optimised
structures such as tree-like distributor [10], flat constructal distributor/
collector [7,17], etc., may help providing even fluid distribution to
avoid the above issue.

The analyses of the three maldistribution cases confirm the feasi-
bility of reflecting fluid distribution characters by RTD test, instead of
currently used visualisation or numerical methods. The next part fo-
cuses on the development and implementation of a tracer test platform
on multichannel devices.

3. High-speed RTD measurement

3.1. RTD detection system

The high-speed tracer test platform is comprised of a high-speed
camera, two lab-devised miniflowcells for ink observation, and an
HPLC valve for tracer injection. Sampling time of this platform, which is
critical for a short impulse response measurement, could be as short as
1ms (1000 Hz) according to the frame-rates of the fast camera.

The test platform is described in Fig. 8. One gear pump is used to
circulate fluid through the 16-channel device. Here the device has two
inlets and one outlet since it is initially designed to be multifunctional
serving as both fluid mixers, heat exchangers and reactors. Details
about the configuration can be found in our previous papers [10,15].
More specifically, the equal fluid distribution is confirmed being under
10% among the 16 channels. Tracer is injected to one of the inlets of
device through using an HPLC valve, which is usually used for rapid
injection of a fixed volume of liquid. The other inlet was blocked during
the RTD measurement. By doing this, both the fluid distribution,

collection and multichannel parts are investigated by RTD. Two mini-
flowcells are placed shortly before the inlet and after the outlet of the
multichannel device. The distance is kept as short as possible to avoid
possible influence on the result. LED sources are employed to provide
sufficient and adjustable luminance to the miniflowcells. Synchronised
fast cameras are used to capture photos during the testing process.
Water serves as the main circulation fluid through the multichannel
device.

Carbon ink is chosen as the tracer in this test. Particles of carbon
with sizes around 1 µm are dispersed homogeneously in water. By di-
luting the inks into water in a trial-and-error manner, we realise an
inversed grey scale change varying from 255 (white, no tracer detected)
to the zero (black, most concentrated). In our case, we use an 8-bit
image scale corresponding to a maximum grey scale of 255. Advantages
of using inks are: (i) chemically stable; (ii) easy to be detected with
monochrome fast camera; (iii) non-adhesive to pipe wall; (iv) en-
vironment harmless; (v) negligible influence on the physical properties
of liquid; etc.

As the key detection unit of this tracer test, two miniflowcells are
designed and fabricated (Fig. 9) in laboratory. Basically, the mini-
flowcell provides a narrow flow path of 0.5 mm for fluid so that light
passed through the miniflowcell is inversely proportional to the con-
centration of tracer. Photo sequences taken by fast camera every 1ms
then reflect different grey scales. Through image analyses and data
normalisation, evolution of the tracer concentration with time is ob-
tained.

As it is practically impossible to realise a real Dirac injection, short
pulse input is generally used. For all test cases, the injection tracer
volume is fixed at 15 µL by the HPLC 6-way valve.

3.2. Signal treatment

Image treatment and post analyses are implemented using an open
source tool ImageJ [44]. Grey scales of captured image sequences with
time stamp are analysed in a ‘Batch’ manner, i.e. a large quantity of
time-labelled photos are analysed in a single process. Concentration of
tracers is then calculated with respect to time. Finally, inlet and outlet
concentration curves are normalised so that the surface area under the
curves equals 1.

Several precautions should be taken before and during the experi-
ments. First of all, the injection of tracers should be done after agitating
the tracer solutions. Ink particles tend to agglomerate after being left
still for several hours. The appearance of ink particle agglomerations
(shown in Fig. 10b) may influence the continuity of measurement, thus
the accuracy on the concentration. Special attention should be given

Fig. 7. Global RTD curves for gross maldistribution.
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during the injection progress. Some air bubbles may enter the system
when injecting the small volume of tracer by HPLC valve. This may also
give noise to the measuring results (see Fig. 10c) and should be
avoided. One way to prevent air from passing inside is to switch the
valve in a very fast manner. Some researchers used electric solenoid or
piezoelectric actuator to switch the valve as presented in the paper
[45].

3.3. Post processing

3.3.1. Beer-Lambert law
The relationship between ink concentration and captured light in-

tensity is exponential according to Beer-Lambert law:

= −I I e ε lC
0 ink (11)

where I stands for the light intensity measured after the miniflowcell
with ink-in-water as medium, and I0 is that with pure water as medium;
εink is the extinction coefficient of ink, L·mol−1·cm−1; l the optical path
of miniflowcell, cm; and C the concentration of ink in water, mol·L−1.

With εink and l being constants, an exponential relationship between
concentration and light intensity can relate images grey scale with
concentration:

∝ =C I
I

G
G

ln ln0 0
(12)

where G is the inversed grey scale of images, 0 to 255; G0=255 is the
inversed grey scale value in the case of pure water. It worth noting that

the minimum value of measured G in our experiment is kept higher
than 0, i.e., the darkest image is not fully opaque. This is to guarantee
that even in case of the highest concentration, the grey scale is still
under saturated.

Obtained concentration C should still be normalised so that the area
under the concentration/time curve equals 1.

3.3.2. Noise elimination
Random noises could be eliminated by applying higher frequency

noise removal. The simplest method is the moving average one, suitable
for large deviated noise eliminating. Preset value of noise limit is ob-
tained by trial-and-error.

+ − >
+ = − +

if C n C n set value
C n C n C n

( 1) ( ) _
( 1) ( ( 1) ( )) 2 (13)

3.3.3. RTD model fitting
Two theoretical RTD models may be used to approximately re-

present the flow behaviour in the multichannel device: DPF model (Eq.
(1)) and compartment model [31,37]. The later combines a PF portion
and a fully mixed one (CSTR), by defining a volumetric plug flow
proportion θP.

The compartment model considers part of the reactor volume being
PF (P) and the other part being CSTR (M) and it can be expressed by:

Fig. 8. A tracer test platform and its working principle for a rapid residence time distribution characterisation of a multichannel device.

a) concept of the lab-developed miniflowcell  b) photo of the two miniflowcells

Fig. 9. Miniflowcell design for rapid RTD detection.
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where θ= t/τm is the dimensionless time, =θ τ τP P m, = +τ τ τm P M and
=τ τ V VP M P M , RTD E(t) of this model can be calculated with known

mean residence time τm and given θP.
To approximately fit the measured response curve with one of the

two theoretical RTD models, basic parameters are firstly pre-set. It
concerns the Pe number for the case of DPF and plug flow volume
proportion θP for compartment PF-CSTR model. Then, RTD models are
obtained by using spatial pass-through time (τm,spatial) as the mean re-
sidence time. Next, RTD models are convoluted with experimental
input signal to simulate a standard model response to the real injection.
The difference between convoluted model response and tested response
is minimized by adjusting Pe or θP by an iterative calculation.

Calculation of outlet concentration from inlet tracer concentration
and E(t) is a forward problem and it involves a convolution process
according to Eq. (15). Convolution tool of Matlab© is utilized for this
procedure.

∫= − ′ ′ ′C t C t t E t dt( ) ( )· ( )out
t

in0 (15)

Model predicted RTD is obtained by adjusting different parameters
(Pe for DPF model and θP for PF+CSTR model). In this step, the cu-
mulative deviation between convoluted response Cout,fit and measured
response Cout,test is integrated:

∫= −

= ∑ −

∞

=

∞

E C t C t dt

C t C t t

| ( ) ( )|

| ( ) ( )| Δ

fit out fit i out test i

i
out fit i out test i

0 , ,

1
, ,

(16)

During the fitting process, the Efit is minimized to identify the most
appropriate Pe and θP values. The defined cumulative error has a
maximum value of 1 since both Cin and Cout signals are normalized. The
smaller this value, the closer the model convoluted response from
measured response. Corresponding RTD expressions are then obtained.

3.3.4. Determination of mean residence time
The first calculation of mean residence time is through the spatial

circulating time of fluid through studied volume:

=τ V Qm spatial, (17)

The other way of mean residence time determination is from the
basics of RTD. After tracer tests, the mean residence time could be
calculated by the difference between the average injection time and
outlet time, subtracted by the time passing through the detecting
miniflowcell:
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∑
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(18)

The comparison of the two residence times helps verify the precision
level of the measurement tool.

a) Appropriate particle injection 

of ink 

b) Agglomerated ink caused by 
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Fig. 10. Ink injection should be prepared with precaution and cases should be avoided like (b) agglomeration and (c) bubble presence; Obtained grey scale curves are
shown above the images (Images captured through fast camera and miniflowcells, post processed through ImageJ).
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3.4. Results and discussions

A series of five tests is implemented to the 16-channel device. Tests
are carried out under stable state without any leakage or tracer ab-
sorbance. Several flowrate conditions are tested and their characteristic
parameters including Re and spatial pass through time are shown in
Table 1.

Regarding the flow regime, it worth noting that the tested reactor is
a multichannel device with arborescent (tree-like) distributor and col-
lector. Flowrates in different levels of the multi-scale structure differ so
as to the corresponding Re number. For example in the case of R1, a
total flowrate of 280mL·min−1 gives a maximum Re of 2324 (transi-
tional flow in the collector outlet), while that of channel Re is 185
(laminar). Therefore, different flow regimes co-exist in this multi-
channel device, with channel flow basically being laminar.

3.4.1. Tracer concentration curves
Curves of Injection and response in tested cases are shown in

Fig. 11. Under different flowrate conditions, the injection and response
concentration curves are clearly distinguished. As in the lowest flowrate
case, i.e. R1, both inlet and outlet concentration curves last longer than
the other tests. The expanded concentration is mainly due to the low
volume flowrate imposed to R1. From R1 to R5, the inlet and outlet
concentration durations decrease with flowrate augmentation.

The output concentration is more expanded than its corresponding
input one, showing a dispersive character due to the internal multi-
channel structure. For each of the five cases, the tracer is detected
during longer time than its corresponding input signal. As the case of
R5, its injected tracers become undetected starting from 0.6 s. On the
other hand, the output tracers are observed starting from 1.1 s and
disappear from the detection miniflowcell at 2.2 s. The pulse interval
changes from 0.6 s at the inlet to 1.1 s at the outlet, meaning a sig-
nificant dispersive mixing inside the heat exchanger reactor.

3.4.2. Precision verification by mean residence time
To examine the precision of the tracer test process, the measured

residence time and the theoretical spatial pass-through time are plotted
in Fig. 12. Both residence times follow an inversely proportional
character with flowrate. In most cases, the two residence times are close
to each other, except for that of the case R2 (325mL·min−1). The
average relative error is 7.2% and that of maximal error is 19.1% (case
of R2). The reasons for uncertainties are twofold. First, instrumentation
errors exist in flowrate determination and tracer concentration detec-
tion. For example, the significantly deviated case R2, observed after
repeated tests, is probably due to mechanical vibration resonance be-
tween the pump and the tested device. Second and most probably, the
complex flow characteristic of the studied device, including distribu-
tion/16-channel/collection zones and each of them has different flow
regimes, may give uncertainties. This will be discussed in the model
fitting part.

3.4.3. Model fitting results
Theoretical fitted DPF and PF-CSTR RTD E(t) and E(θ) curves are

shown in Figs. 13 and 14, along with identified Pe and θP values. Fitting
errors between experimental results and both models range from 10%
to 22%, with the PF-CSTR model closer to the experimental results.
These curves eliminate the imperfect impulse injection effect on the
response, and they provide information such as residence time, plug
flow degree, mixing volume fraction, etc.

First of all, as discussed earlier, the residence time shortens with
increasing flowrate. For higher flowrates, the first detection of tracer
arrives earlier and this can be observed both from the DPF fitted result
and the PF-CSTR one.

Secondly, from the DPF results, the plug flow degree for all cases are
very high with an identified value of Pe ranging from 168 (R5) to 317
(R3). In general, a Pe number higher than 100 is considered as a highly
plug flow. This plug flow seems to be more distinguished for the case
R3, with a Pe number of 317.

Finally, examining the parameter θP may give information on the
proportion of mixing volume in the total volume. As the compartment
model separates the reactor in two parts: a part of perfect mixing and
the other perfect plug flow, it may be more adapted to our system in-
cluding tree-like distributor/collector and 16 channels. Experimental θP
ranges between 0.87 (R5) and 0.91 (R3), indicating around 90% of the
total volume being occupied by pure plug flow. Thus, only a small
portion of volume in the reactor is used as mixing volume and in par-
ticular in the tree-like split-and-combine structure.

Table 1
Summary of five RTD tests and their corresponding conditions.

Test Flowrate Q
(mLmin−1)

Maximum Re
(–)

Channel Re
(–)

Thereotical pass-
through time τm (s)

R1 280 2324 185 1.05
R2 325 2698 215 0.91
R3 400 3320 264 0.74
R4 440 3652 291 0.67
R5 493 4094 326 0.6

Fig. 11. Experimental RTD input and response through multichannel device,
cases from R1 to R5, total flowrate increased from 280mLmin−1 (R1) to
493mLmin−1 (R5).

Fig. 12. Comparison on theoretical pass-through time and detected mean re-
sidence time, cases from R1 to R5, indicating an average error of 7.2%.
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3.4.4. Discussion
The first conclusion by examining the RTD curves of the multi-

channel device is on the fluid distribution uniformity. As discussed
earlier in this paper, flowrate deviation among channels may give rise
to distorted RTD curves such as higher variance, double peak in the
response curve, etc. Since none of our test results (R1-R5) reflects a
second peak, fluid distribution is thus considered to be relatively uni-
form.

According to a correlation given by Levenspiel [31], for a DPF flow
and with Pe higher than 1, the RTD curve variance is inversely pro-
portional to Pe by:

=σ
Pe
2

θ
2

(19)

Fig. 15 demonstrates the comparison between the theoretically and
experimentally obtained relationship between Pe number and normal-
ized variance. From the figure, the test result is shown to hold the same
trend as that given by theory. The difference in value is mainly due to
the fitting deviation from original signal to model convolution. This
comparison can also serve as a verification of the effectiveness of the
developed RTD measuring system.

Earlier study [10] on the same multichannel device has revealed
efficient mixing effect, both in macro scale and micro scale. It may be
interesting to compare the low volume used for mixing from the RTD

tests. As discussed earlier, only 10% of the total volume has been used
for species mixing. As a result, the mixing effect happens in a very local
position in the reactor. The rest of the device, however, is characterised
by highly plug flow.

a): E(t) evruc :)b E( ) curve  

Fig. 13. RTD curves obtained by DPF model fitting.

a): E(t) evruc :)b E( ) curve  

Fig. 14. RTD curves obtained by PF-CSTR model fitting.

Fig. 15. RTD normalized variance with respect to Peclet number (DPF model
fitting).
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For such a multichannel complex flow system as studied, being high
degree plug flow does not conflict with its efficient mixing character.
On the contrary, a reactor with very local and efficient mixing, while
with plug flow for the reaction functional part, is beneficial for un-
dertaking chemical reactions. If comparing with a CSTR reactor, the
advantage of current reactor is the local mixing effect instead of mixing
in the global reactor size.

Finally, both DPF and PF-CSTR models can be implemented for the
model fitting and they give different information and precisions. The
currently tested 16-channel system represents a relative short pipe flow
(L/d=50/2 cm), connected to a distributor and a collector. This con-
figuration is more adapted to PF-CSTR model since it separates the
volume into two zones. In the case of higher length/diameter ratios and
without distributor/collector (e.g., the cases in the modelling part), the
DPF model might be more adapted for the fitting process.

4. Conclusions

A RTD model for multichannel devices, considering diameter,
length and distributor/collector induced flowrate variations is con-
structed in this study. Different situations are analysed using the model
and compared with that of perfectly uniform distribution situation.

Comparisons show how fluid distribution uniformity may be re-
flected by global RTD curve. For example, compared with the case of
even length distribution, a varied-length system will receive its peak
concentration earlier, meaning a shorter fluid passage time for some
channels. However, its tail could last much longer than that of uniform
length case. Similar results can be obtained for the cases of channel
blockage, corrosion, and gross maldistribution (due to distributor de-
sign).

These results demonstrate that RTD can be a useful tool for the
diagnostic of flow distribution non-uniformity. The identification of the
above-mentioned problems in multichannel devices using non-intrusive
tracer test is then possible.

An experimental platform is then constructed taking a 16-channel
device as example. The ink-based tracer test platform, together with fast
camera detection, is able to determine narrow RTD with mean re-
sidence time as short as 600ms. The RTD test shows a uniform flowrate
distribution and quasi plug flow pattern (Pe > 168) in the tested
multichannel device with no short-circuit, back flow or stagnant area
observed. Together with its data processing procedure, the experiment
platform can be used to characterize various millimetric multichannel
devices with short or long pass-through time.

Our future efforts are emphasized on applying the above theoretical
and experimental approaches to other type of multi-channel systems,
with a special attention on the fluid distribution issue according to
distributor design.
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